Organizational behavior among academic medical school faculty

Abstract: The study of organizational behavior in an academic medical school setting has many variables for consideration, including fragmentation, responsibilities, professionalism, burnout, and gender. In this Commentary, the author highlights some major factors affecting osteopathic physicians who practice in an academic setting, to bring to the attention of the medical community some of the inherent problems with modern academic medical education structure.
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Academia is among the most interesting areas in which to study human organizational behavior. It is a competitive system in which rewards are based on research output, grant funding, publications, academic rank, and tenure; as such, it can highlight the best and worst tendencies of people who operate within that structure. Therefore, it creates an ideal setting to study the relationships between individuals in that organizational setting, including which personality types and characteristics lend themselves to success.

In 2001, Trowler published a book [1] characterizing academia as a complex relationship of “academic tribes and territories.” Subsequently, there also seems have been an increase in specialization and subspecialization, leading to increased fragmentation within the academic profession [2]. Many describe academic medicine as a collection of “silos” or “towers” where each specialty tends to isolate, and there seems to be a lack of interprofessional collaboration amongst various departments or specialties. Different cultures can start to develop within in each fragmented specialty “silo”; the role of a Dean or Provost is to help them function in unison, which is not always an easy task.

Within the framework of academic medicine, faculty members have many roles. They are involved in teaching residents, fellows, and students as well as caring for patients, which makes them a unique subset for analysis. The demands and schedules can be especially grueling, as can metrics that must be met for promotion or incentive payments. This level of stress can cause poor attitudes and create an environment that is not conducive to learning, which affects residents and students. For example, a previous study [3] showed that the more stress and burnout was experienced by academic faculty, the less likely they were to implement changes in their teaching approaches. If efforts are made to change behavior, then a more nurturing atmosphere can be attained that will promote learning and safety for both learners and patients [4]. Wellness programs may help to improve the lives of faculty members, which could ultimately have possibility for improvements in other areas, such as student education and patient safety. In at least one previous study [5], wellness programs were shown to have a positive impact on faculty members, thereby improving their lives and their working environments.

Some of the aspects that can affect the atmosphere of academic medicine are addressed in this Commentary.

Faculty fragmentation

Factors such as “silos” and “a culture of silence” were identified in a previous study of academic medicine environments [6]. The term “silo” is commonly used in academia to describe various disciplines working independently, not participating in interdisciplinary events or activities, thereby becoming “fragmented.”

Faculty fragmentation is influenced greatly by the culture or environment cultivated at an institution. Because academia – and especially academic medicine – is hierarchical, its very nature contributes to a culture of fragmentation [7]. In a hierarchical environment, people at lower levels may be more “silent” about organizational
governance [8]. Medical students and residents are often at the bottom of this hierarchy and therefore may be reluctant to speak up if they do not understand something, which can affect the patient care with which they are simultaneously charged.

Concurrent responsibilities

The demands on academic medical faculty are great. They are expected to be teachers, researchers, caregivers, and leaders. Stress generated from these demands can be extreme [9]. Complicated schedules requiring physicians and faculty to be at multiple locations in a single day can be taxing for everyone involved. Academic medical faculty, especially clinical faculty, have multiple roles that influence an institution’s culture. Clinical faculty often work as clinicians, researchers, and educators, while their salaries tend to be lower than those of private practitioners [10].

Professionalism

Professionalism is a consistent and deliberate mindset of approaching one’s work that encompasses communication skills, clinical reasoning, and technical skills in the care of patients and interactions with colleagues that takes into account the various emotions and values of oneself and others [11]. Unprofessional behavior can play a role in patient care, and it can also have a significant impact on an institution’s academic culture, which may have a detrimental effect on medical students’ and residents’ education and training [4].

The importance of providing a culture of safety has been recognized by The Joint Commission (the accrediting body of U.S. hospitals) [12]. A culture of safety is one in which everyone acts in a professional manner and helps others improve. This includes having systems in place to support that culture, as well as having leaders who provide models of appropriate behavior, amongst other things [13]. Whether from the student who is afraid to ask a “dumb question” or the resident who has less experience with a procedure, any question should be able to be asked without rebuke. Trainees must have teachers who model professionalism in their respect for one another and how they treat others.

The ripple effects of unprofessional behavior and a poor learning environment can be long-lasting and have costly effects for fellow faculty members, administrators, and students. Medical school is inherently difficult and stressful for students because of the academic demands imposed on them. Rotenstein et al. [14] found that the overall depression rate among medical students was 27.2%, and the prevalence of suicidal ideation was 11.1%. For comparison, prior to the novel coronavirus 2019 pandemic, the overall national depression rate was at about 10.6% [15]. Another study revealed that 42% of students reported being mistreated. As a medical community, it is our responsibility to recognize that the environment in which our trainees work may be part of the problem. Faculty behavior plays a large role in creating the environment at each medical school, and a professional and safe environment will likely have a positive effect on students. A culture of professionalism is heavily influenced by the leadership of the respective organization.

Burnout

Burnout is another factor to consider when examining medical school academic faculty, and this concept has been well demonstrated in previous studies [16–18]. Shah et al. [19] discussed additional factors related to burnout that should be considered when thinking about organizational behavior and theory in medical education; these factors include faculty retention and satisfaction. In addition, women in medical education have reported higher rates of burnout compared with men [20]. Ganeshan et al. [21] estimated that burnout affects at least 35% of academic faculty [21]. That study [21] also cited ways that organizations can decrease burnout, such as physician appreciation and engagement.

Gender

There have been many studies on gender differences in academic medicine, some of which were reviewed for this Commentary [22–24]. For example, even in 2021, there is a difference in the number of publications by men and women. Men publish more frequently than women, especially as they climb the academic ladder [25]. The difficulties for and numbers of minority women in medicine are even greater [26]. The Association of American Medical Colleges reports that there continues to be few women professors or leaders in medicine, which can be the result of multiple factors [27], including underrepresentation of women in academics, deficiencies in mentorship, social exclusion, unprofessional behavior, and stereotypes [28]. Some programs or interventions have proven effective in helping to compensate for gender bias when programs are struggling; for example, one study [29] showed that a
mentoring program can have lasting effects on preventing attrition among women faculty members. Within this mentoring framework, it is important to consider the unique situations and needs of underrepresented individuals; women have a unique situation when they are employed as academic medical faculty.

In 2018, the total number of women who comprised academic faculty reached 45%; however only 18% of tenured faculty were women and only 11% were department chairs, 28% were division chiefs, and 13% were center directors. Another source indicates that women represent 34% of academic faculty, while 50% of the students entering medical school are women [30]. Despite this fact, women continue to struggle in various ways in academic medicine. For example, the number of grants awarded to women [31], the number of publications published by women [25], and the representation of women in academic leadership continue to lag behind their male counterparts [31, 32], even though the number of women in academic medicine is increasing [32].

One previous study examined the number of grants women have received compared with men and there clearly was a difference [31]. In another study [33], the authors compared the number of National Institutes of Health (NIH) grants awarded to women compared to men, but so few women received NIH grants that they were not able to analyze the results sufficiently; however, a difference was apparent. Thankfully, there are efforts to mitigate this divide in grant funding for women [34].

Krupat et al. [35] stated, “The culture of academic medicine has been described as hierarchical, competitive, and not highly supportive of female or minority faculty.” Thankfully, changes are being attempted. In 2013, for example, the Learning Action Network was created to help academic institutions to mitigate differences such as bias, diversity, and gender gaps in academic medicine [35].

Inequities in advancement are notable in academic medicine. This is especially true among underrepresented physicians [36]. There is a need for creative solutions to help resolve differences in the number of women and minorities in medicine. Mentoring programs have been successful; one systematic review [37] found many mentoring programs for women that were very successful regardless of the type of program.

If an organization is deliberate and sincere about culture change and tries to be inclusive, it can be done. A study conducted at the University of California San Diego showed that with the implementation of deliberate evidence-based intervention programs, the proportion of women increased from 31 to 40% of all faculty over a 10-year period, among other findings [38].

While many of the same issues outlined here pertain to racial and ethnic disparities in academic medical organization representation, that issue deserves a well-supported literature review, as the implications are deep and wide. As such, they are beyond the scope of this Commentary, but merit review and consideration by the reader.

A personal perspective

Traditional academic medical center models are well-established and continue to dominate the academic medicine landscape. However, other models – such as the community and distributive models that have existed in osteopathic medicine for years – should perhaps be considered at other places across the country [39–41]. These models offer significant changes in academic medical culture and engages more participants in the process; for example, connecting primary care physicians to the educational process can help to inspire change and improve the overall program [42]. Shifting the burden and model of teaching from academic medical centers to community health centers and clinics might be a step in the right direction, as it seems to be successful in many parts of the country and by several organizations [43, 44].

Increasing gender and racial diversity in academic medicine would also be a start. Having a healthcare workforce that is more representative of the communities in which they serve may ultimately help with patient care. By helping to improve the diversity in medicine, patients may feel more comfortable going to their doctor, which may increase patient compliance [45].

As a physician, I’ve always been taught that what matters is the best possible patient care. No matter the barriers we face, we must maintain the highest quality and most compassionate care that can be achieved. The study of organizational behavior in medicine can help us to identify those potential barriers and reduce or remove them, thereby refocusing on patient care.

Everyone, at every level of the hierarchy in the care of patients, needs to feel safe in their environment. We have all heard that leadership drives culture. Leadership is the one element that sets the expectations for the entire organization. Employees will rise to meet expectations, so we should take great care to establish expectations that the academic medical environment remains professional and nurturing for those who are willing to make the changes and do the work.
Conclusions

Academic culture is unique due to its hierarchical structure. The academic medicine culture is even more distinctive in that it has very specialized demands at so many different levels. Patient safety and care are also involved, heightening the importance of the situation. More research is required to clearly understand all factors that play a role in this unique culture of critical importance.
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